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Contribution of vaporization and boiling to thermal-spike sputtering by ions or laser pulses

Roger Kelly* and Antonio Miotello
Dipartimento di Fisica dell’Universita` di Trento and Istituto Nazionale per la Fisica della Materia, I-38050 Povo, Trento, Italy

~Received 18 March 1999!

Here we consider what, in our terminology, we designate as normal vaporization, normal boiling, and phase
explosion. In the case of vaporization, one is dealing with the emission of particles~atoms or molecules! from
the extreme outer surface of either a solid or liquid for any temperature exceeding 0 K. In the case of boiling,
one is~at least ideally! dealing withheterogeneouslynucleated bubbles which diffuse to the outer surface of a
liquid or solid and then escape, the latter being possible for temperatures equal to or exceeding the boiling
temperature (Tb). In the case of phase explosion one is dealing with the consequences of what happens when
a liquid approaches the thermodynamic critical temperature (Ttc or Tc), and massivehomogeneousnucleation
takes place. Although these three mechanisms have been reviewed in reasonable detail in recent work, we will
here present evidence, apparently not previously considered, that boiling, whether the distance scale is atomi-
cally small~5–15 nm, as for laser-pulse impact on a metal in the absence of thermal diffusion! or much larger,
has a prohibitive kinetic obstacle because it requiresbubble diffusionif the bubbles are formed other than at the
outer surface. That is to say, boiling will never be a significant process whether with ion or laser-pulse impact.
This leaves vaporization and phase explosion as the only possible thermal-spike processes capable of expelling
material from an ion- or laser-pulse bombarded surface in a significant quantity. But even with vaporization it
can be shown that a kinetic obstacle, although not as severe as for boiling, will enter. The final result is that
only phase explosion will normally be relevant for sufficiently short time scales.@S1063-651X~99!06209-1#

PACS number~s!: 79.20.Ds, 64.70.Fx, 64.90.1b, 66.90.1r
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I. INTRODUCTION

We have already adequately reviewed the ensemble
mechanisms which arise when ion beams, electron beam
laser pulses interact with solid or liquid surfaces. Each ty
of incident particle or radiation leads to a variety of obse
able phenomena. For example, with ions or electrons,
can expect sputtering, mixing, or composition change, e
of which will have varieties such as ballistic, thermal-spik
residual-defect-induced, electronic, or exfoliational. S
Table 1 of Ref.@1#. We here use the term ‘‘thermal spike,
rather than simply ‘‘thermal,’’ to emphasize that we are de
ing with very short-lived effects.

The situation with laser-pulse impact is slightly differen
Considering just the primary interactions, one has the sa
family of observable phenomena~Table I of Ref.@1#!. The
emphasis is not the same, however: there is a marked im
tance of thermal-spike processes with laser pulses an
minimal importance with ions. We associate this differen
both with the volume of disturbance~very small for ions!
and with the time scale~always short for ions and sometime
short for laser pulses!. Both ions and the very shortest las
pulses~,100 ps! do not provide enough time for either boi
ing or vaporization, whereas the converse is partly true
laser pulses having durations of 10–100 ns. See, for
ample, Table 4 of Ref.@1#. Also, one must not forget tha
even with longer laser pulses~10–100 ns! it is unclear
whether boiling is ever significant. This is perhaps the m
important point that will be made in the work presented h
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~Sec. II and Table I in particular!.
What we seek to do here is settle, hopefully in a definit

way, the relevance of~normal! vaporization and~normal!
boiling. Why this is a problem arises, in our opinion, from
widespread misreading of thermodynamic tables combi
with a lack of understanding of bubble diffusion. One wou
be surprised at how frequent is the use of the term ‘‘vap
ization’’ to include all possible processes leading to a liqu
to-vapor transition, as well as the assertion that this transi
begins abruptly~and rapidly! at Tb , the boiling temperature

II. GENERAL COMMENTS ON MATERIAL REMOVAL
BY VAPOR FORMATION

We will show in Tables II, III, IV, and V why there might
be confusion in quantities relevant to vapor formation. Ta
II serves to emphasize thatTm , the melting temperature, i
well defined. By contrast,Tb , the boiling temperature, varie
widely depending on the ambient gas pressure. Table
serves to emphasize that normal vaporization is someti
able to account for significant material loss. At least this is
if the temperature is high enough and the time scale is l
enough. For example, 100 ns is sometimes sufficient, b
ns is nearly always too little.

Older data suggest, if the time scale is moderately sh
~,1 ns!, that even phase explosion may possibly be un
portant@2–5#. If this were so, then a liquid-to-vapor trans
tion would be in general excluded, and the only possibilit
left would be electronic processes. There is some indicat
however, that the criterion ‘‘,1 ns’’ is not realistic~Sec. II C
and Tables IV and V!.

A. Normal boiling

Here we deal with a process, namely normal boiling, t
is already adequately discussed~Sec. 5.3.2 of Refs.@6,7#!

l.:
2616 © 1999 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. Bubble diffusion distances in liquids according to the volume-diffusion mechanism.Db
vol , the

volume-diffusion coefficient for a bubble, was evaluated with Eq.~9!. In so doingr was taken as 20, i.e., 20l.
The various substances are listed in order of increasingTm .

Substance
Tm

~K!

T for
calculation

~K!
105Dvol

~cm2/s!

(Db
volt)1/2

for 1 ns
~nm!

(Db
volt)1/2

for 100 ns
~nm! Refs.

C2H5OH 159 296 1.31 0.009 0.089 @10#

Hg 234 234 1.01 0.008 0.078 @29,30#
468 3.25 0.014 0.14

H2O 273 293 0.91 0.009 0.087 @10#

In 430 430 2.87 0.013 0.13 @31,32#
860 8.94 0.023 0.23

Sn 505 505 1.54 0.0096 0.096 @33,34#
1010 9.67 0.024 0.24

Ag 1234 1234 3.3 0.014 0.14 @35,36#
2468 13 0.028 0.28

Cu 1356 1356 3.6 0.015 0.15 @34,37#
2712 24 0.038 0.38

Fe 1809 1809 4.5 0.016 0.16 @38,39#
3618 22 0.036 0.36
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except for two aspects. These relate to establishing wheth
heterogeneousnuclei can form at all in particular location
and whether, once formed, the time scale is adequate to
mit the bubbles to diffuse to the outer surface. Here we
the term ‘‘normal boiling’’ to establish a contrast with bo
vaporization and ‘‘explosive boiling,’’ the latter being a
alternative term for ‘‘phase explosion’’~Sec. 5.3.3 of@6,7#!.

Normal boiling involvesheterogeneousnucleation. These
are vapor bubbles which, in the case of liquids, initiate h
erogeneously from a variety of disturbances such as ga
solid impurities, or defects, or an underlying solid surface
an enclosing solid surface. In the early stages such bub
are sometimes termed ‘‘embryos,’’ being typically!50–100
nm in diameter and growing rapidly (}t) @8,9#. The embryos
finally either disappear~‘‘collapse’’! or grow up to and then
er-
e

t-
or
r
les

beyond a critical size given by

R5lprobe/2pn'50– 100 nm.

The growth is then slower (}t1/2). Herelprobe is the wave-
length of a laser used to infer the presence of bubbles, an
is the refractive index of the target~which was either water
or CH3OH in Ref. @8#!. We will term such entities
‘‘bubbles.’’ Once formed, bubbles tend to diffuse and ma
given enough time together with the inequalityT.Tb , es-
cape from the outer surface of the liquid. Bubbles may fo
either in solids~as in nuclear fuel! or in liquids, but given the
problem of mobility only liquids need to be considered f
the short-time-scale processes that are considered here.

We see in Table II thatTm is a relatively well-defined
nges

ple,
TABLE II. Here we give a typical tabulation ofTm , the melting temperature, andTb , the boiling
temperature.Tm is a relatively well-defined quantity, characterized by both positive and negative cha
with temperature which are, however, almost always numerically small@10#. Tb , by contrast, shows a
marked variation@14,15#. In all cases the units of pressure are similar or identical to atm. For exam
information from Ref.@14# was expressed in atm, whereas that from Ref.@15# was in 0.1 MPa.

Substance
Tm ~K! for

p'0
Tm ~K! for
p'1000

Tm ~K! for
p'10 000

Tb ~K! for
pb'0.01a

Tb ~K! for
pb'1

Tb ~K! for
pb'100b

Na 371 379 440 802 1156 2270
Ag 1234 1251 1361 1783 2436 3950
Zn 693 698 739 852 1180 1980
Cd 594 600 646 746 1040 1780
Ga 303 301 281 1816 2478 3940
In 430 435 478 1694 2346 3790
Sn 505 508 530 2097 2876 4530
Pb 600 608 671 1413 2023 3680
Sb 904 903 897 1220 1860 4020
Bi 544 541 502 1326 1837 3270

apb is the partial pressure ofnonvaporpermanently present in the ambient.
bReference@15#, which expressed the pressures in terms of our Eq.~1!, was used forpb'100.
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TABLE III. Atom layers ~l! removed by normal vaporization at temperatures straddlingTb for various
substances listed in order ofTm . Unless otherwise indicated, we give information in each case appropria
metal(l )→metal(g), wherel refers to liquid andg refers to gas. The evaluations were made with Eq.~2c!,
into which vapor pressures (patm

sv ) from Refs.@14,15,40,41# were introduced.

Substance
T

~K!
Atom layers

in 1 ns
Atom layers

in 100 ns
Tb

~K!
T

~K!
Atom layers

in 1 ns
Atom layers

in 100 ns

Na 1000 0.020 2.0 1156 1500 0.78 78
Bia 1000 0.000 0.000 1837 2000 0.058 5.80
Sbb 1000 0.000 0.002 1860 2000 0.047 4.7
Ag 2000 0.002 0.24 2435 3000 0.31 30.5
U 4000 0.005 0.48 4404 5000 0.069 6.9
Nb 4500 0.003 0.27 5017 5500 0.069 6.9
Mo 4000 0.001 0.092 4912 5000 0.028 2.8
W 5000 0.000 0.041 5828 6000 0.010 1.04

aThe sum of two processes, involving Bi(g) and Bi2(g), was considered.
bThe sum of three processes, involving Sb(g), Sb2(g), and Sb4(g) was considered.
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quantity up to roughlyp51000 atm~p. 63 of Ref. @10#!.
Moreover, melting is very rapid,;0.3 ps~Sec. 4.3 of Ref.
@11#!. By contrast,Tb , the onset temperature for boiling
shows a remarkable variation if the ambient pressure is
creased or decreased by even a factor of 100. To unders
this one must realize thatTb is the temperature at which th
equilibrium ~equivalent tosaturated! vapor pressure,psv ,
equals~the usual definition! or exceeds~a correct but some
times overlooked definition@8#! the boiling pressure,pb , i.e.,
the partial pressure ofnonvaporpermanently present in th
ambient. If this condition is met, whether as an equality
inequality, then heterogeneously nucleated bubbles,provided
that they are able to diffuse to the outer surface, will esca
Obviously there would beno kinetic problem for bubbles
-
nd

r

e.

nucleated near the outer surface, but such ‘‘bubbles’’ will
argued below@heading~1!# not to constitute true bubbles. I
addition, as will be discussed in Sec. III and as seen in Ta
I, the values of (Db

volt)1/2 appropriate to boiling by the
volume-diffusion mechanism are extremely small even fo
nm distance scale, and even witht5100 ns andT52Tm be-
ing insufficient.@The extreme slowness of bubble diffusion
a well known ~but qualitative! observation when water is
induced to boil on a stove.#

Historically, bubble diffusion became scientifically im
portant with the development of nuclear reactors, since
two fission products Kr and Xe together account for;12%
of all fission products@12#. Since, furthermore, they are no
soluble~whether in Pu, U, UC, or UO2) they precipitate into
for

0 ns.

d

TABLE IV. Experimental estimates ofthn, the time constant for homogeneous nucleation, and thus
phase explosion. All values are based on either laser experiments or laser simulations.thn is assumed to be
given bythn less than or equal to the pulse duration unless other effects~as with item 4! intervene. The older
theory used by Martynyuk@2–5# is not considered, as it leads to unacceptably high time constants, 1–10

Number Target

Pulse energy
~i.e., fluence!

~J/cm2!
Pulse

duration

Pulse
wavelength

~nm!
Expt. or
simul.?a

Phase
explosion?

1 YBa2Cu3O72x 6.6 30 ns 248 expt. yes
~‘‘YBCO’’ !

2 Ni various 26 ns 248 expt. 5.2–9.0 J/cm2

3 Ni 2.5–5.9 26 ns 248 expt. 2.5–5.9 J/cm2

4 organicb variousb 300 ps 337 simul. .0.20 eV/molecule
~15 ps! ~337! ~simul.! ~no!b

5 organicc various 150 ps 337 simul. .0.0040 J/cm2

6 cr-Al2O3 ;10 30 ps 266 expt. .20 pulses
7 organicc various 15 ps 337 simul. .0.17 eV/moleculec

8 cr-Al2O3 4.3 2.8 ps 800 expt. .30 pulses
4.0 0.2 ps 800 expt. .30 pulses

aExpt., experimental. Simul., simulation.
bThe target was atypical, namely, a sphere with a 100-nm diameter. Also, the pulse energy~fluence! had
unusual units, eV/molecule, which is equivalent to much less than 1 J/cm2. The phase explosion occurre
only for a 300-ps pulse, since in this case there was no pressure build up~see Table V!.
cThe target in this case was of normal macroscopic form. With item 7, the pulse energy~fluence! again had
the unusual unit of eV/molecule.
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TABLE V. Continuation of Table IV, in which we indicate the evidence for phase explosion and
references.

Number Target Evidence Ref.

1 YBa2Cu3O72x ~a! Upper limit to time for phase explosion, namely,
30 nsc.

~‘‘YBCO’’ ! ~b! Clear evidence for both vapor~i.e., plume! and
particulates.

@20#

2 Ni ~a! Upper limit to time for phase explosion, namely,
26 nsc.
~b! Surface temperature constant for 5.2–9.0 J/cm2,
as if T'Ttc .
~c! Inferred evidence for both vapor and liquid
droplets.

@21#

3 Ni ~a! Upper limit to time for phase explosion, namely,
26 nsc.
~b! Explicit optical evidence for 130-nm particulates
which were ejected directly from the target surface
and had time-invariant size.
~c! Explicit SEM evidence for 100-nm particulates. @22#

4 organica ~a! ~300 ps! Very little pressure buildup, yet finally
the target evolved to monomers plus liquid droplets.
~b! ~15 ps! Pressure buildup, and thus mechanical
breaking apart.

@42#

5 organicb ~a! A much faster etch rate above fluence threshold.
~b! Monomers plus liquid droplets. @43#

6 cr-Al2O3 ~a! A much faster etch rate for.20 pulses.
~b! Extreme roughness of the target surface. @44#

7 organicc ~a! A factor of 2 increase in the etch rate above the
fluence threshold.
~b! Monomers plus liquid droplets. @45#

8 cr-Al2O3 ~a! Rapid increase in the etch rate and in the ion yield
for .30 pulses.
~b! Monomers plus liquid droplets, the latter
seen on the target surface around the crater rims. @19#

aFootnote b from Table IV.
bFootnote c from Table IV.
cWe indicate these times as being upper limits. In fact, 26 and 30 ns are the pulse durations rather t
minimumtimes necessary for phase explosion.
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bubbles and then, given that a nuclear fuel maintains a h
temperature for long periods of time, diffuse slowly wheth
the fuel is solid or liquid. This leads to swelling of the fu
and possibly even rupture of the cladding.

It is interesting to note thatTb is often confused as de
scribing the onset of the liquid→vapor transition, just asTm
is correctly taken as describing the solid→liquid transition.
We suspect that this error is due mainly to a misreading
thermodynamic tables, such as the excellent tables of K
aschewski and Alcock@13#.

We have already definedpb as the boiling pressure, i.e
the partial pressure ofnonvaporpermanently present in th
ambient. The evaluation ofTb up to and includingpb
51 atm'0.1 MPa can be accomplished very simply with t
information given by Hultgrenet al. @14#. For higher values
of pb the information of Ref.@15# is useful, as we here find
expressions of the type

ln~psv!5e31033T211 f ln~T!1g, ~1!
h
r

f
b-

wherepsv is the equilibrium vapor pressure in units of 0
MPa, ande, f, andg are constants listed in Ref.@15#.

As seen in Figs. 1 and 2, embryos, and thus bubbles,
form variously at the outer surface of the liquid, in the bu
of the liquid, and at an underlying or enclosing solid surfa

~1! Consider first outer-surface bubbles@Fig. 2~a!#.
Whether the dimensions of the depth of disturbance are la
or small, it follows that the bubbles will tend to have a for
that is approximately that of a half sphere. Such objects
in fact, not true bubbles but just an uneven surface, and
easily shown that, ifR is the width of the disturbance, the
the surface area evolves fromR2 to ;(p/2)R2. This leads to
an increase in normal vaporization, but of negligible exte
and at the same time there is no boiling at all in the sens
a process involving bubble diffusion to the outer surface.

~2! Consider next bubbles formed in the bulk of the liqu
@Fig. 2~b!#. Fucke and Seydel@16# quote examples, all relat
ing to liquids, with which the density of bulk heterogeneo
nuclei is suggested to be of order 103 g21, i.e, negligibly
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2620 PRE 60ROGER KELLY AND ANTONIO MIOTELLO
small. For a typical substance with densityr510 g/cm3, a
disturbed area of 131 cm2, and a disturbed depth of eithe
5–15 nm or@5–15 nm, one would expect no nuclei, an
thus no bubbles, at all.

~3! Consider finally bubbles formed at an underlying
enclosing solid surface@Fig. 2~c!#. The situation is now
rather different, as neither of the problems brought up in~1!
or ~2! enter. We will suppose that even embryos, which ha
radii similar to the smaller estimated depth of disturban
~5–15 nm!, are able to diffuse. Alternatively, the depth
disturbance may greatly exceed 5–15 nm, as is possible
only with semiconductors and insulators but also wh
(kt)1/2 plays a role. Herek is the thermal diffusivity~cm2/s!.
Both embryos and true bubbles are now relevant. In eit
case, however, the classical problem of ‘‘bubble diffusio
@17# would exist and, as will be treated in Sec. III, wou
lead to negligible distances of transport.

Anticipating the final result we find that the diffusive mo
tion of either embryos or bubbles is far too slow to have a
physical significance for a short time scale~,1 ms!. In ef-
fect, normal boiling is totally prohibitedfor a short time
scaleno matter where the bubbles form and no matter w
is the depth of disturbance.

B. Normal vaporization

One must next ask whether, if normal boiling can be e
cluded because of being exceedingly slow, would norm
vaporization ever be important? Byvaporizationwe refer to
the passage from a condensed phase~solid or liquid! to vapor
by virtue of the emission of particles~atoms or molecules!
from the extreme outer surface under conditions of electr
phonon coupling. Obviously ‘‘vaporization,’’ as we use th
term, includes ‘‘sublimation’’ and ‘‘evaporation.’’ In Table

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the three basic locat
where heterogeneous bubbles may form, namely, at the outer
face of the liquid, in the bulk of the liquid, or at an underlying
enclosing solid surface. These three possibilities are discusse
Sec. II A, where it is recognized that in all three cases bubble
mation will not permit boiling. At least this is true in the case of io
or laser-pulse bombardment. This is because the bubbles serve
ously either to roughen the outer surface of the liquid, are larg
nonexistent~bulk of the liquid!, or are largely immobile~liquid-
solid interface!.
e
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III, therefore, we give values of atom layers vaporized
either 1 or 100 ns and for temperatures straddlingTb . These
values were obtained with the Hertz-Knudsen equati
which can be written

flux5apsv~2pmkBT!21/2 particles/m2 s. ~2a!

Herea is the condensation~or vaporization! coefficient,psv
is again the equilibrium vapor pressure but this time in un
of Pa, andm is the particle mass~kg!. The form of Eq.~2a!
assumes that the partial pressure ofvapor permanently
present in the ambient is zero.

s
ur-

in
r-

ari-
ly

FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, we represent schematically, but in grea
detail, the three basic locations where bubbles may form under
assumption that laser-pulse bombardment is involved. We cons
three cases, wherein the bubbles form~a! at the outer surface of the
liquid, ~b! in the bulk of the liquid, or~c! at an underlying or
enclosing solid surface. The bubbles are shown in their earliest s
of existence, when they are termed embryos, and have dimens
that may in principle be smaller than the depth of disturbance.
the embryos grow the final results are as follows. Case~a! leads
only to a roughening of the liquid surface, and thus to a very sli
enhancement of normal vaporization. Case~b! is in no case correct,
whether for embryos or fully grown bubbles, as the density of h
erogeneous nuclei is believed to be negligibly small@16#. Case~c!
is rather different, as neither of the problems associated with~a! and
~b! enter. However, the classical problem of ‘‘bubble diffusion
@17# would exist and, as shown in Table I, would lead to negligib
distances of transport.
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Normal vaporization can be expected to occur transie
with both insulators and metals at any laser fluence and p
length, i.e., there is no temperature threshold.~Both normal
boiling and, to some extent, phase explosion have a thr
old.! It will, however, not be important for low fluences~i.e.,
low temperatures! or very short pulses~Table III!. The flux
~particles/m2 s! is governed by Eq.~2a!, which if multiplied
by m/r ~equivalent tol3, r being the target mass densi
andl'0.25 nm being the mean atomic spacing of the targ!
gives the velocity of surface recession in a one-dimensio
situation:

~]x/]t !ux505apsv~2pmkBT!21/2l3 m/s ~2b!

5apatm
sv S 1000

T
3

100

M D 1/2

35.28

3107 monolayer/s. ~2c!

Here patm
sv is psv in units of atmosphere~;0.1 MPa!. Since

the vapor pressure is nonzero at all temperatures exceed
K, it follows that for normal vaporization the surface tem
perature isnot fixed. Claims to the contrary, that is that
‘‘vaporization temperature’’ (Tv) exists, are therefore
wrong.

It is found ~Table III! that vaporization will be importan
~i.e., lead to loss of rather more thanl, the mean atomic
spacing! if the time and temperature are sufficient. Spec
cally, for temperatures exceedingTb , 100 ns is often suffi-
cient, 1 ns is nearly always too little, and a ps time scale w
definitely exclude all possibility of vaporization. One co
cludes that there will be no vaporization for time scales
,1 ns, and thus for neither ion impact nor for ps laser puls

C. Phase explosion

We finally ask whether phase explosion has kinetic lim
The non-laser data of Martynyuk@2–5# suggest a time scal
of about 1 ns. Thus, it was argued that the necessaryhomo-
geneousnucleation was governed by

I'1.531032exp~DGn /kBT!exp~2thn /t ! cm23 s21,
~3!

whereDGn is the free energy for formation of a stable h
mogeneous nucleus~i.e., a sphere of vapor within the liquid!
and thn is the relevant time constant. What is important
the value ofthn , calculated values due to Martynyuk@2–5#
ranging from 1 to 100 ns and suggesting that phase explo
is possibly irrelevant for ps laser pulses. This conclusion w
tentatively accepted in earlier work by the authors@18#, but
since then important experimental examples of phase ex
sion have appeared with time scales ranging from 15 to
ps ~Tables IV and V! and, more recently, even in the interv
0.2–3 ps@19#. For this reason, we must discount the calc
lations of Martynyuk.

We would note, in addition, that contemporary expe
ments using relatively long laser pulses@20–22# confirm
phase explosion at;30 ns~Tables IV and V!. This does not,
however, constitute the definition of a lower time limit b
simply a typical pulse duration which led to phase explosi
ly
se
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The question that we must address is, therefore, this: w
is the relevant sputtering~i.e., material-loss! mechanism for
very short laser pulses? That thereis material loss for pulse
durations between 0.1 and 5 ps is not in question for s
materials as Al2O3 @19#, CaF2 @23#, or SiO2 @24#. We do not
intend to pursue the problem in detail, but we still have
general point to make. There are, indeed, three short-ti
scale alternatives to normal vaporization and normal boili

~1! Phase explosion, notwithstanding the unfavorable ti
scale~1–100 ns! that was advocated by Martynyuk@2–5#.

~2! Coulomb explosion, a process pioneered many ye
ago by Fleischer, Price, and Walker@25# in the context of
fission-track formation, but more recently applied also to
laser bombardment@19#. We recognize, of course, that i
both Refs.@25# and@19# the mechanism is somewhat spec
lative.

~3! Other electronic processes~Sec. 5.2 of Refs.@6,7#!.
Interestingly, Stoianet al. @19# found significant material

loss from Al2O3 with 0.2–3 ps laser pulses, and propos
that for fewer than;20–30 pulses Coulomb explosion wa
occurring. This is the process in which a spatial separa
between electrons and ions is assumed to develop parall
the target surface~Fig. 7 of Ref. @19#; see also the presen
Fig. 3!, with the result that the system ‘‘explodes’’ outward
The argument developed in Ref.@25# concerned the tracks
~normally amorphous! created in solids by very high-energ
particles such as fission fragments. It was suggested tha
tracks owed their origin to Coulomb explosion but with

FIG. 3. Schematic view of a planar Coulomb-explosion mec
nism as is appropriate for a material bombarded with laser pul
We note that a spatial separation between electrons and ion
assumed to developparallel to the target surface, with the resu
that the system in principle ‘‘explodes’’ outwards. The basic sy
metry is therefore different from the Coulomb explosion assume
be associated with very high-energy particles such as fission f
ments, where the electron-ion separation should be parallel to
particle track@25#, and the corresponding explosion should be p
pendicular to the track. Unfortunately, the mechanism is in b
cases somewhat speculative.
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geometry different from that applicable to laser pulses~Fig.
3!. Thus the spatial separation between electrons and
was assumed to develop parallel to the particle track ra
than parallel to the surface. To complete the argumen
will, of course, be necessary to evaluate the relevant t
scales, namely, that for electron separation and that for
positive ions to move apart violently.

For more than;20–30 pulses, Stoianet al. @19# pointed
out that the evidence favoredphase explosionrather than
Coulomb explosion. The argument was based on scann
electron microscopy~SEM! of the target surface, as well a
on time-of-flight spectra, and forms the basis of our cla
that phase explosion can occur for 0.2–3 ps~Tables IV and
V!. We are unable to conclude whether phase explosion is
is not, possible with ion bombardment at low to mediu
energies.

III. MECHANISMS OF BUBBLE DIFFUSION

A. General comments

Historically bubble diffusion became important with th
development of nuclear reactors.~Here and thenceforth we
will refer only to ‘‘bubbles,’’ but do not exclude the fact tha
‘‘embryos’’ are probably also relevant.! Why bubble diffu-
sion was important in this context is that the gases Kr and
are the dominant fission products. Because of the high t
perature of the fuel and the very long time scale~weeks to
months!, the bubbles are able to diffuse in spite of the fu
being solid. Three diffusion mechanisms are relevant wh
are of fundamental interest in the present context beca
precisely these mechanisms will also serve to trans
bubbles in the process ofnormalboiling. We emphasizenor-
mal here because it is not clear whether phase explo
~‘‘explosive boiling’’!, which involves homogeneous~rather
than heterogeneous! nuclei, requires formal bubble transpo
In fact, we suspect that phase explosion involves such a
density of nuclei that the affected region of the liquid simp
disintegrates without any kinetic obstacle.

B. Surface-diffusion mechanism

The surface-diffusion mechanism of bubble motion
based on an in-surface atom which leaves the liquid sur
surrounding a bubble, diffuses along the surface inside
bubble, and finally returns to the liquid surface when an
propriate sink is encountered. In some cases the motion
be simply from ledge to ledge. A schematized example
shown in Fig. 4, while the applicability to a bubble is show
in Fig. 5.

We will now summarize the derivation ofDb
s , the bubble

surface-diffusioncoefficient, but we hasten to add that w
cannot evaluate the result because of the lack of informa
on Ds , the surface-diffusion coefficient for liquid metals.
Sec. III C we will evaluateDb

vol , the bubblevolume-diffusion
coefficient, and will obtain the striking result that boiling
simply not possibleon a short time scale.~This result is, of
course, obvious ‘‘in hindsight’’ to any person who ha
brought water to the boiling point on a stove.! Nevertheless,
an immense number of publications on laser-surface inte
tion strongly advocate the claim that boiling plays a ro
when the temperature exceedsTb . Worse still, Tb is nor-
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mally taken as involving a fixed temperature and a short ti
scale on the basis ofTm being characterized in this wa
~Table II!.

Let us now summarize the mechanism of bubble mot
by surface diffusion as developed in Ref.@17#. For any three-
dimensional random motion, the diffusion coefficient
given by

D'~1/6!GR2l2, ~4!

whereG is the jump frequency~s21!, l is the mean atomic
spacing~;0.25 nm!, andR ~in units of l! is the individual
root mean square jump distance. For a bubble moving
surface diffusion we seekGb

(surf)[Gb
s , which could, if de-

sired, be related to the frequencyG (surf)[Gs , per areal2 of
surface of individual surface jumps. The result is straightf
ward:

Gb
s5Gs~4pr 2!,

FIG. 4. Schematized example of surface diffusion, in which
atom leaves a liquid or solid surface, diffuses along the surface,
finally returns to the surface when an appropriate sink is enco
tered. In the example shown, the motion is shown to be from le
to ledge, but there are other possibilities. Also shown are two p
sible definitions of the jump distance, namely, the individual s
face jump distance (R(surf)[Rs), and the distance between forma
tion and condensation of a surface defect (S(surf)[Ss).

FIG. 5. More precise schematization of the surface-diffus
mechanism for bubble motion. We recognize the source of the
face defect~the formation rate isG f (surf)[G f s), the quantityS(surf)

[Ss ~already introduced in Fig. 4!, and the sink or, equivalently
the point of condensation.
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r ~in units of l! being the bubble radius~Fig. 5!. Gs can, in
turn, be obtained by rearranging the general expression
the surface diffusion coefficient

Ds5~1/4!GsRs
2l2, ~5!

with the result

Gb
s5~4D5 /Rs

2l2!~4pr 2!.

HereR(surf)[Rs ~in units ofl! is the individual surface jump
distance~Fig. 4!.

As an alternative, one could writeDs in terms ofG f (surf)
[G f s @16#. G f s is the frequency per areal2 of surface of
surface-defectformation, being shown explicitly in both
Figs. 4 and 5. The same figures also clarifyS(surf)[Ss ~in
units ofl!, the rms distance between formation and cond
sation of a surface defect. The general expression forDs now
becomes

Ds5~1/4!G f sSs
2l2

and forGb
f s becomes

Gb
f s5~4Ds /Ss

2l2!~4pr 2!.

The rms bubble jump distance,Rb
s or Sb

s , will be related
to Rs or Ss according to

Rb
s5Rs~3/4pr 3!

or

Sb
s5Ss~3/4pr 3!,

so that, as the final result, we obtain

Db
s5~1/6!Gb

s~Rb
s!2l25~1/6!Gb

f s~Sb
s!2l25~3/2pr 4!Ds .

~6!

The final result is, as it must be, independent of whetherRs
or Ss is used.

As already stated above, however, we cannot evaluate
~6! because of the lack of information onDs for liquid met-
als. This is, however, not a problem as the volume-diffus
mechanism~Sec. III C! is easily quantified. Unfortunately
the argument is not as transparent as that for the surf
diffusion mechanism.

C. Volume-diffusion mechanism

The basic transport process in the volume-diffus
mechanism of bubble motion might be described as part
motion from one position on the bubble surface to another
diffusion in the surrounding liquid@17#. Unlike the surface-
diffusion mechanism, there is no problem related to the l
of information on the relevant diffusion coefficients. No
that we use subscript or superscript ‘‘def’’ to refer to mob
defects in the liquid, but ‘‘vol’’ to refer to volume diffusion
The nature of the mobile defects is discussed in Ref.@26# on
the basis of Swalin’s theory@27#. Whether the defects are, o
are not, understood, however, is immaterial because we
mately make recourse to experimental transport data.
or
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We begin, as before@Eq. ~4!#, with the general relation for
three-dimensional random diffusion:

D'~1/6!GR2l2.

Figure 6 schematizes the problem, where we recogniz
bubble~radiusr in units ofl! which introduces a defect into
the surrounding liquid. The defect diffuses and finally eith
returns to the original bubble or else escapes to ano
bubble. In the latter case it will be replaced by a like numb
of defects coming from random sources.~This is a major
complication for quantifying the volume-diffusion mech
nism.! The first step is similar to that of the surface-diffusio
mechanism, namely, recognizing thatGb

vol is related to the
frequencyG f (def) per areal2 of surface of individualdefect-
formation jumps:

Gb
vol5G f ~def!~4pr 2!.

G f (def) is developed in a slightly different manner thanGs . In
particular a relation analogous to Eq.~5!,

G f ~def!5~6Dvol /S~def!
2 l2!,

is probablynot correct. Our justification~which is basically
qualitative! for this claim is that the defect-formation jump
unidirectional~hence no ‘‘6’’! and has a length similar tol
rather thanS(def)l. HereS(def) , in units of l, is the volume
analog, as in Fig. 6, ofSs , as in Fig. 5. Rather, we hav
previously suggested@17# the use of

G f ~def!'D ~def!C~def!al'Dvola/l2, ~7!

whereC(def) is the defect concentration in the liquid anda is
the defect condensation efficiency at the bubble surfa
Equation~7! describes the situation in which defects leavi
the bubble surface are balanced by defects returning from
liquid.

FIG. 6. Schematization of the volume-diffusion mechanism
bubble motion. We recognize the source of the defect~the forma-
tion rate isG f (def)), the quantityS(def) ~the volume analog ofSs),
and the sink or, equivalently, the point of condensation. T
volume-diffusion mechanism is actually more complicated than
plied by Fig. 6, because two classes of event can occur. These r
to defects which return to the original bubble~as shown in Fig. 6!
and defects which escape to another bubble but are replaced
like number coming from random sources~not shown in Fig. 6!.
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The rms bubble jump distance,Rb
vol , can be expressed a

Rb
vol5S~def!~3/4pr 3!.

We will not attempt to derive the somewhat complicat
quantityS(def) but rather refer to Ref.@17#:

S~def!
2 '4r /a. ~8!

The difficulty in deriving the result seen in Eq.~8! is, as
already indicated at the beginning of Sec. III C, that tw
classes of event can occur. These relate to defects w
return to the original bubble and defects which escape
another bubble but are replaced by a like number com
from random sources. The latter defects take up a rand
position at rms distance 21/2r from their point of origin. The
final result follows as

Db
vol'

1

6 H Dvola

l2 34pr 2J H S~def!3
3

4pr 3J 2

l2

'~3/2pr 3!Dvol , ~9!

an expression which is conveniently independent ofa. When
evaluating Eq.~9! it is important to recognize thatr is in
units of l rather than being a true length. Also, we ha
reason to believe, Ref.@17# notwithstanding, that it is no
correct to introduce the correlation factor~f ! @28# in Eqs.
~7!–~9!.

The crucial details relevant to the volume-diffusio
mechanism are given in Table I. We here give values ofDvol
for various liquids and then@using Eq.~9!# deduce the cor-
responding values ofDb

vol as well as the values of the mea
diffusion distance for 1 and 100 ns, i.e., time scales app
priate to ns laser-pulse bombardment but much greater
those appropriate to either ion or ps laser-pulse bomb
ment.r was taken as 20l.

The striking aspect of the information in Table I is that
follows, very simply, that normal boiling is impossible on
short time scale. This includes not only thens-laser time
scale, but also all possible bombardment processes invol
shorter timescales.

D. Vaporization-condensation mechanism

A third mechanism, based on vaporization-condensa
and represented schematically in Fig. 7, is also possible.
will not discuss it here but note that a derivation is given
Ref. @17# and that the final result scales as

Db
vap}r 22. ~10!
ch
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

We argued in Sec. II A~supported by Table II! that melt-
ing ~governed byTm) is a relatively well-defined phenom
enon up to at leastp'1000 atm~p. 63 of Ref.@10#!. More-
over, the act of melting involves a very short time scale~of
order ;0.3 ps@11#!. By contrast, boiling~governed byTb)
depends explicitly onpb , the partial pressure ofnonvapor
permanently present in the ambient, and is, therefore, sub
to great variability.

In addition, boiling is subject to major obstacles in th
process of bubble formation. Although we have not d
cussed ion impact, it can be shown that the disturbed volu
is normally ~<50 keV! insufficient for even one bubble to
form. With laser-pulse bombardment there are three po
bilities. As discussed in Sec. II A, the first is that heterog
neous bubbles form at the liquid surface, bubbles wh
however serve mainly only to roughen this surface, there
leading to a minimal enhancement of normal vaporizati
But, as seen in Table III, vaporization is in any case n
important for the shortest time scales~,1 ns!. The second
possibility is that heterogeneous bubbles form in the bulk
the liquid. Interestingly, this process is probably highly u
favorable due to a lack of nuclei@16#. The third possibility is
that bubbles form at an underlying or enclosing solid surfa
Such bubbles will be quite numerous, but will be subject t
major kinetic obstacle: they must diffuse to the surface a
such motion is sufficiently slow that it will simply not occu
for t,100 ns. This is because the value ofDb

vol as in Eq.~9!
leads to values of (Db

volt)1/2 which are atomically small
~Table I!. This is true both for 1 ns and 100 ns, and both
T5Tm andT52Tm .

These points are not surprising. What is surprising is
fact that many persons do not recognize the details outli
in this work. Moreover, there is a completely inexcusab
tendency to believe that, just asTm does indeed describe th
solid→liquid transition, so alsoTb describes the onset of th
liquid→vapor transition. In fact, vaporization occurs at a
temperatures exceedingT50 K.

FIG. 7. Schematization of the vaporization-condensation mec
nism for bubble motion. We recognize the source of the gase
species~the formation rate beingG f (vap)), the quantityS(vap) ~the
vapor analog ofSs or S(def)), and the sink or, equivalently, the poin
of condensation.
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